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Chapter 1

Introduction
1.1

Context

We live in a world where the amount of our digital data is increasing every day.
The importance of data security increases, as well. Stealing or damaging the data
can lead to harmful consequences such as financial or moral damage or even a threat
of life.
It is especially important in the world that becomes more global and connected,
and hacking techniques become more cunning.
Developers face the problem of securely connecting different components while
leaving interaction with the end-user as simple as possible.
The problem can be effectively solved using authentication and authorization. In
this paper, these two terms will be referred to as “auth”.

1.2

Problem

At least a basic understanding of auth standards and protocols is required to use
them in computer software. Implementing auth can be challenging, especially if
there are exotic constraints or extraordinary conditions. The complexity of proper
auth implementation leads to a higher probability of getting a solution with vulnerabilities.
Having more learning resources with clear and complete examples increases the
popularity of auth. It makes the entry threshold lower, which should lead to the
spread of modern auth and better protection of individuals data.

1.3

Goals

• Analyze the history of auth and select recommendations for use
• Create auth server on Node.js to use as a core for demo cases
• Create demo cases for different OAuth grant types setups
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Background information
2.1

The history of auth

The first modern usage of authentication was in 1961 at the Massachusetts Institute
of Technology, for use with the Compatible Time-Sharing System (CTSS). This system made it possible to share the resources of one computer among many users.
Each user had its own set of files with a password on as a lock; in other words, it
was the first known system to implement password login. (The World’s First Computer Password? It Was Useless Too)
It has to be said that this approach was hacked in 1962 after one year of existence. It was possible because all passwords were stored purely in a file that could
be printed without special permission. (Walden and Vleck, 2001) This showcase
demonstrates that auth and hacking go side by side from their beginning.
The next step was in the 1970s when Bell Labs researcher Robert Morris found
a way to store passwords securely using a cryptographic idea of a hash function.
(Morris and Laboratories, 1979) Each user password was used as an input for a particular hash function. After encryption, the output was saved to the password file.
Then on every user login, the prompted password was encrypted and compared to
the stored one. If both outputs were the same, then the login attempt was accepted.
In the 1970s, asymmetric cryptography and public/private keys were discovered
during government research from the Government Communications Headquarters
(GCHQ), but research was classified until the 90s. Fortunately, there were other
public researchers, and in 1977 Ron Rivest, Adi Shamir, and Leonard Adleman published their RSA asymmetric key algorithm. (RSA (cryptosystem)) The idea behind
such algorithms is a pair of public and private keys. The public key might be shared
with anyone, while the private key is protected and used only by the owner. Such
algorithms give two powerful abilities at once:
• Public key encryption when anyone who has a public key encrypts data and
sends a result of encryption to the owner. The only owner of the private key,
might decrypt the message and read data.
• Digital signature when a person shares the public key with others to give them
the ability to verify the identity of this person; the private key is used by the
person to sign data; then signed data might be verified by a person’s public
key to prove person’s ownership of signed data.
In the 80s, companies came to the conception of persistent password security
problems because if attackers guess or stole a password, they could make a replay
attack and compromise the user. It will be even worse if other services use a stolen
password. That is why a one-time password (OTP) technologies were actively developed at that time. (One-time password)) OTP allows using a password that is valid
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only for a single session and usually for a particular period. Early OTP often requires a user to have a specific device that generates a password based on different
techniques as time, previous password, etc. But later new standards were created
to pass OTP through other channels that also influences more recent auth protocols
(Digital authentication: The past, present and uncertain future of the keys to online identity)
In the 90s, public-key infrastructure (PKI) was created to solve the problem introduced in the 70s with the start of using public/private keys: how to prove that
public key retrieved from the owner of a private key definitely belongs to the owner
and is not replaced by an attacker. PKI is a set of technologies for digital certificates
management, where the digital certificates are used to prove public key ownership.
PKI played an important role in the evolution of auth protocols because it allows using TLS, which reduces complexity related to secure communication establishment.
In the next years, many good ideas were invented to make auth more secure.
Still, it is essential to say that all that time, the primary purpose behind auth was
the same user should give something, usually credentials (password), from some
particular system to get access to resources provided by that system. The difference
was only in details of how this exchange was implemented.
At the beginning of the second millennium, the world was becoming more global.
The Internet spread together with new social networks, which were gaining popularity. More often, there was a need for integration of one service with another. And
one of the most popular approaches of that time was asking user credentials from
one of the services by the second service to use it together with API requests to the
first service later. This approach is also known as the “password anti-pattern”, and it
has many disadvantages:
1. Compromising of one service will lead to a compromise of the user’s account
across all systems (Richer and Sanso, 2017a). If an attacker breaks one service
and gets user credentials used in many services, there is no way to protect
other services and their users from unauthorized access.
2. Service is impersonating user, and API service has no possibility of making
a difference between direct user and other services’ calls (Richer and Sanso,
2017a)
3. A user cannot revoke access for a particular service except change password
that was previously sent to the compromised service.
4. A user cannot restrict access to some part of API service, that is why another
service which got user credentials has unlimited access to any part of API service.
To avoid this many companies used their authentication methods to work around
this problem (among them are Flickr Auth, Google AuthSub, Yahoo! BBAuth)(OAuth
2.0 Simplified: Background)
In 2005 Brad Fitzpatrick developed OpenID open standard and decentralized
authentication protocol to give one unified approach of authentication. (Fitzpatrick,
2005)
It allows a user to be authenticated to different sites using third-party service.
The only thing required from the user for this is to provide an OpenID identifier URL
registered in any OpenID identity provider (even custom provider) and authenticate
on the identity provider’s login page.
From the technical point of view (see figure 2.1), a consumer (a web service that
wants proof that the user owns the identifier URL) requests a user profile data via
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URL provided by the user. After that, the consumer validates the parameters in
the response. Validation is handled either with the help of the shared secret (retrieved during initial association using Diffie-Hellman algorithms) or makes additional check_authentication requests to validate the signature provided together
with profile information. (OpenID Authentication 1.1)

F IGURE 2.1: OpenID authentication flow

In 2006 several companies, including Twitter and Ma.Gnolia, decided to give
users the ability to connect companies’ applications together. Despite the fact of using OpenID in their systems, they cannot use it for the new tasks, because OpenID
had nothing about delegating access (no password-related data was present in response from identity provider).
Developers created a new open standard access delegating protocol that was
named OAuth 1.0 to solve this problem.

2.2. OAuth 1.0

2.2
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OAuth 1.0

The OAuth 1.0 protocol was developed with a focus on traditional web applications;
that is why a web browser and a callback URL is required for authorization. A huge
part of the protocol specification is about digital signatures that are generated for
each request. The client might verify identity and protect data from unauthorized
modifications by creating a signature for request data using previously mentioned
hashing functions or asymmetric algorithms. Signatures may be one of the most
complicated parts of the specification, and also the most important for HTTP without TLS communication.
In comparison with OpenID that is decentralized and allows a user to be authenticated via OpenID identity provider without any prerequisites on the side of
OpenID client, OAuth client firstly should be registered at the preselected OAuth
identity provider for this.
In other words, if OpenID allows the end-user to choose any identity provider to
authenticate, OAuth requires the developer to choose identity providers and register
a client during app creation.
The first version of the protocol is based on the following components:
• Protected resource - An access-restricted resource that can be obtained from
the server using an OAuth-authenticated request.
• Resource owner - An entity capable of accessing and controlling protected
resources by using credentials to authenticate with the server.
• Server - An HTTP server capable of accepting OAuth-authenticated requests.
• Client - An HTTP client capable of making OAuth-authenticated requests.
• Credentials - a pair of a unique identifier and a matching shared secret. OAuth
defines three classes of credentials: client, temporary, and token, used to identify and authenticate the client making the request, the authorization request,
and the access grant, respectively.
• Token - A unique identifier issued by the server and used by the client to associate authenticated requests with the resource owner whose authorization is
requested or has been obtained by the client.
The Authorization flow (see figure 2.2) consists of three consecutive requests:
Temporary Credentials Acquisition, Resource Owner Authorization, and Token Exchange.
Temporary Credentials Acquisition is used to bind the client with a new attempt
to get a server’s access token credentials. Client exchanges consumer_key and callback
URL for a temporary token. As a result of this request, the server saved callback for
future usage, and the client got a token that might be considered as an identifier of
attempt.
Resource Owner Authorization is used to bind the resource owner with the attempt of the client to get the server’s access token credentials. The client initiates the
request by redirecting the resource owner to the server. Resource owner authorized
in the server, usually by providing email and password, and allowed access for the
client by clicking the button on the trust screen (consense screen). After granting
access, the server redirects the page to the callback URL saved in the previous request. As a result, the server changed the status of the attempt to be approved by
the resource owner, and the client got a verifier code.
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Token Exchange is used by the client to exchange verifier code obtained in the
previous request for an access token. This is the last step in the authorization flow.
After that, to retrieve a protected resource client requests it via a particular API
endpoint and provides the access token, received during authorization flow.

F IGURE 2.2: OAuth 1.0 authorization flow

An important aspect of authorization flow is the usage of additional parameters:
nonce, timestamp, and signature.

2.2. OAuth 1.0
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The nonce parameter is used to prevent replay attacks: the server saves random
value generated by the client; this value must be used in requests only once per
session. Requests with a nonce value that was already used should be considered as
a possible replay attack and must be rejected.
The server uses a timestamp parameter to avoid saving an infinite number of
nonce values. After some time, specified by the server, requests will expire, and
the server will reject them. That is why nonces related to timestamps also will expire
and might be removed from the storage.
The signature parameter is calculated by using either HMAC-SHA1 or RSASHA1 hashing algorithms on HTTP request elements. These algorithms also use
shared-secret obtained during the client registration or together with the token received during authorization flow. The protocol also allows not to use a signature for
requests sent with HTTPS. For that purpose, the client should set a value of signature_method parameter to PLAINTEXT.
There is only one authorization flow in OAuth 1.0, however for clients without
the ability to handle callback URL, there is its configuration named Out-of-Band
flow. To use such a configuration client should send the callback parameter with
value oob during the initial request. The server that got this value should show the
verifier code on the screen after the resource owner authorization. The code should
be manually provided to the client to finish the authorization flow. This configuration was the first attempt to solve non-standard device authorization problems
and, in the future, was reinvented with Device Code Grant of OAuth 2.0. New flow
reduced the number of required steps from the user by replacing manual code providing into client code pulling.
OAuth 1.0 has one huge advantage - it enables usage of protocol for non-HTTPS
clients and is still used nowadays. (Why OAuth 1.0a?)
OAuth 1.0 was replaced by a new OAuth 2.0 because it has many disadvantages:
• it is monolithic and could not cover many specific cases (Richer and Sanso,
2017b)
• has no support for SPA
• has nothing about managing scopes of granted access.
The current official status of OAuth 1.0 is obsolete.
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2.3

OAuth 2.0

The second version of the protocol is not backward compatible with the first version.
Complicated signatures system was removed in favor of using TLS, the new flows
were added, and tokens became more short-lived. In general, the protocol became
more modular, which allowed using it the same way as OAuth 1.0 was in practice,
but without twisting core aspects of the protocol. (Richer and Sanso, 2017b)
It has the same base set of components as in the first version: Server, Resource
owner, Authorization server, Client. However, some of them were re-named, and
their explanation was changed:
• Resource server - The server hosting the protected resources, capable of accepting and responding to protected resource requests using access tokens.
• Resource owner - An entity capable of granting access to a protected resource.
When a resource owner is a person, it is referred to as an end-user.
• Authorization server - The server issuing access tokens to the client after successfully authenticating the resource owner and obtaining authorization.
• Client - An application making protected resource requests on behalf of the
resource owner and with its authorization. The term "client" does not imply
any particular implementation characteristics (e.g., whether the application executes on a server, a desktop, or other devices).
There are two types of clients based on the ability to provide confidentiality of
credentials: a public that is executed on devices owned by the resource owner
(SPA, native app), and confidential (executed on a secure server).
• Tokens - Credentials obtained during authorization flow that used to access a
protected resource (access token) or to get a new access token (refresh token).
Usually presented in the form of bearer JWT token or MAC token
• Scopes - Strings that are defined by the authorization server. The client uses
it to request the scope of granted access. Authorization server uses it to notify
a user about the scope of access token issued. The resource server uses it to
validate permissions of requests.
• Flows - sequences of steps to obtain an access token from a resource server that
relies on using authorization grant therefore often called authorization grant
flows (or grant types).
The Authorization flow consists of 2 steps: Obtaining Authorization Grant and
Obtaining Authorization Token. In comparison to the first version of the protocol,
the number of steps was reduced: Temporary Credentials Acquisition and Resource
Owner Authorization steps from the OAuth 1.0 were united into one Obtaining Authorization Grant step from the OAuth 2.0.
Obtaining Authorization Grant is used to get a resource owner grant in the form
of credentials that might be exchanged further on access token. However, this step
might not involve the resource owner directly. It even might be omitted in case if the
client already has predefined grant credentials (resource owner login credentials or
own grant credentials).

2.3. OAuth 2.0
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Obtaining Authorization Token is used to get access token from the authorization server for further use with API requests to the resource owner. This step requires the client to choose one of the available grant types and provide appropriate
authorization grant credentials.
The OAuth 2.0 standard was developed in an extendable way, so it makes it
possible to use different grant types; some of them might be mentioned in the specification, others might be non-standard. To use a non-standard grant type client
should set absolute URI value to grant_type parameter that was defined by an authorization server, for example, urn:ietf:params:oauth:grant-type:device_code is used for
Device Code Flow.
The following standard grant flows were defined in the specification of OAuth
2.0 (The OAuth 2.0 Authorization Framework):
Authorization Code Grant Flow(see figure 2.3) is suitable for OAuth clients that
can keep the tokens confidential. These are the clients that are generally deployed in
a secure server.
It provides a few significant security benefits such as the ability to authenticate
the client and transmission of the access token directly to the client without passing it through the resource owner’s user-agent and potentially exposing it to others
(including the resource owner).(Authorization Code Grant)
Instead of requesting authorization directly from the resource owner, the client
directs the resource owner to an authorization server. The resource owner is then
redirected back to the client with the authorization code, which the client will capture and exchange for an access token in the background. Since this is a redirectionbased flow, the client must be able to interact with the resource owner’s user-agent
(typically a Web browser) and receive incoming requests (via redirection) from the
authorization server (can act as an HTTP server)
The authorization code flow is as follows:
1. The client directs the resource owner’s user-agent to the authorization endpoint and authorizes the client to access data on their behalf. The client includes its client identifier, requested scope, local state, and a redirection URI
to which the authorization server will send the user-agent back once access is
granted (or denied).
2. After the resource owner approves access and provides approval for the requested scopes, the user-agent redirects back to the client using the redirection
URI provided earlier (in the request or during client registration). The redirection URI includes an authorization code and any local state provided by the
client in the request. The client compares the value of the state to ensure that
it’s the same value that was sent before to avoid any cross-site request forgery
attack.
3. After obtaining the authorization code, the client passes back the authorization code to obtain an access token response. For the Access Token Request
following parameters are required: grant_type=authorization_code, code itself, redirect_uri and client_id.
4. After validating the authorization code and ensuring that the redirect_uri parameter is present, the authorization server passes back a token response to the
client. When making the request, the client authenticates with the authorization server. The client includes the redirection URI used to obtain the authorization code for verification.
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5. After the access token and optionally, a refresh token is granted, the client
accesses their data.

F IGURE 2.3: Authorization Code Grant Flow

Implicit Grant Flow (see figure 2.4) authentication flow is used by client applications (consumers) residing in the user’s device. This could be implemented in a
browser using a scripting language such as JavaScript, or from a mobile device or a
desktop application. These types of applications cannot keep the client secret confidential (application password or private key). Anyone can easily access as these are
client-side web apps, for example, like single page web sites.
The primary benefit of implicit grant flow is that it allows the app to get tokens
without performing a backend server credential exchange. (OAuth 2.0 implicit grant
flow - Microsoft)
The implicit grant type is similar to the authorization code grant type, as it will be
redirected to an authorization server. However, unlike the authorization code grant
type, it will be redirected along with an access token instead of an authorization

2.3. OAuth 2.0
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code. The implicit grant type does not authenticate the client and instead relies on
the presence of the resource owner and the registration of the redirection URI.
To obtain access token client should send a request to the access token endpoint
of with following required parameters: response_type, which must be "token" and
client_id, which authorization server is used to verify the client. Also, it is recommended to use a state parameter to avoid cross-site request forgery (CSRF) attack.
Also, optional parameters are redirect_uri - the URL where the server will redirect
the user after the authorization process completes and scope parameters.
Once all checks and validation are done, the authorization server redirects the
user’s browser to the URL specified in redirect_uri, and this response contains the
access token with the following information if required: expires_in (recommended),
scope and state.

F IGURE 2.4: Implicit Grant Flow

In the implicit grant type flow, the access token is directly returned to the client
as a fragment part of the redirect URI. It is assumed that the token is not sent to the
redirect URI target, as HTTP user agents do not send the fragment part of URIs to
HTTP servers. Thus, an attacker cannot eavesdrop the access token on this communication path, and the token cannot leak through HTTP referer headers.

12
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However, the access token can be leaked in other ways (The OAuth 2.0 Authorization Framework):
• parsing the returned URI if the communication is not secured
• from the browser’s history
• a malicious client could attempt to obtain a token by fraud.
• replacing or modifying the actual implementation of the client (script)
• CSRF Attack against redirect-uri
To minimize these risks the authorization server should authenticate the client, if
possible; require public clients and confidential clients to pre-register their redirect
URIs and validate against the registered redirect URI in the authorization request;
use short expiry time for tokens; make responses non-cacheable; use state parameters in authorization requests.
Also, the implicit grant flow does not issue refresh tokens, mostly for security
reasons. A refresh token isn’t as narrowly scoped as access tokens, granting far more
power hence inflicting far more damage in case if it is leaked out. In the implicit flow,
tokens are delivered in the URL. Therefore the risk of interception is higher than in
the authorization code grant. (OAuth 2.0 implicit grant flow - Microsoft)

F IGURE 2.5: Resource Owner Password Credentials Grant Flow

Resource Owner Password Credentials Grant Flow (see figure 2.5) is suitable
in cases where the resource owner has a trust relationship with the client (e.g., a service’s mobile client, the device operating system or a highly privileged application)
and in situations where the client can obtain the resource owner credentials.
It is also used to migrate existing clients using direct authentication schemes such
as HTTP Basic or Digest authentication to OAuth by converting the stored credentials to an access token.

2.3. OAuth 2.0
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This grant type must not be used when the service is going to be used by a thirdparty app. There should be no mistrust between the client app, the authorization
server, and the resource owner.
Instead of redirecting the user to the authorization server, the client itself will
ask the user for the resource owner’s username and password. (Resource Owner
Password Credentials Grant) The client will then send these credentials to the authorization server along with the client’s credentials. To request, it should add
grant_type=password and resource owner credentials. Once the authorization server
authenticates the client and validates the resource owner password credentials, it
sends back an access token. Optionally the resource owner password credentials
grant might return a refresh token.
Since this access token request utilizes the resource owner’s password, the authorization server MUST protect the endpoint against brute force attacks (e.g., using
rate-limitation or generating alerts).

F IGURE 2.6: Client Credentials Grant Flow

Client Credentials Grant Flow (see figure 2.6), sometimes called two-legged
OAuth, is suitable for machine-to-machine authentication or for a client making
requests to an API that does not require the user’s permission. (Client Credentials
Grant)
This type of grant is commonly used for server-to-server interactions that must
run in the background, without immediate interaction with a user. These types of

14
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applications are often referred to as daemons or service accounts. There is no enduser entity participating in the grant type. This grant should be allowed for use only
by trusted clients. (OAuth 2.0 client credentials flow - Microsoft)
The client can request an access token using only its client credentials (or other
supported means of authentication), instead of impersonating a user, when the client
is requesting access to the protected resources under its control.

F IGURE 2.7: Refresh Grant Flow

2.4. OAuth 2.1
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It is similar to the resource owner password credentials grant type except, in this
case, only the client’s credentials are used to authenticate a request for an access token. Since the client authentication is used as the authorization grant, no additional
authorization request is needed. This grant does not support refresh tokens.
Refresh Grant Flow (see figure 2.7) is not a typical grant flow because it requires
a refresh token and only uses when the usual access token becomes invalid or expires. The refresh token can also be used to obtain additional access tokens with an
identical or narrower scope.
In case the access token expired client can initiate token refresh flow by itself.
Otherwise, it makes another protected resource request, and the resource server returns an invalid token error. Then the client invokes the token endpoint with the
grant_type value refresh_token and the refresh token itself.
A refresh token is a string representing the authorization granted to the client
by the resource owner. This string usually should not be transparent to the client.
It should be sufficiently complicated for other unauthorized parties to be able to
generate, modify, or guess it. Unlike access tokens, refresh tokens should never be
sent to resource servers.
Because refresh tokens are typically long-living credentials used to request additional access tokens, the refresh token is bound to the client to which it was issued.
That’s why the authorization server must verify the binding between the refresh
token and client identity whenever the client identity can be authenticated.

2.4

OAuth 2.1

OAuth2.1 is an in-progress version of the protocol, the primary purpose of which
is to simplify OAuth 2.0 and unite ideas of several relevant papers under the one
document. (The OAuth 2.1 Authorization Framework)
It deprecates the Implicit Grant Flow and Resource Owner Password Credentials
Grant Flow introduced in OAuth 2.0 because of the lack of security. (OAuth 2.0 Security Best Current Practice) For Implicit Grant Flow, the reason is returning access
tokens in the authorization response that is vulnerable for access token leakage (via
open redirect, referer header, or browser history) and access token replay attack. Resource Owner Password Credentials Grant Flow exposes resource owner credentials
that increase the attack surface, and also it complicates the support of two-factor authentications.
Instead, it adds two new flows:
Authorization Code Grant Flow with PKCE is based on proposed standard RFC
7636 for public clients.(Proof Key for Code Exchange by OAuth Public Clients) The flow
is identical to Authorization Code Grant Flow except for additional protection from
the authorization code interception attack by using randomly generated codes and
their verification on the authorization server.
This extension was introduced because, in the OAuth 2.0 specification, public
clients cannot prove that requests that they make belong to them. Authorization
servers also have no way to verify that the request was made by a particular client.
Confidential clients have an additional client_secret parameter for that purpose.
But the public client should not use it because the attacker might inspect the source
code of SPA as well as Native application and find client_secret value even if the
code of applications is obfuscated and compiled.
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That is why if an attacker intercepts a response from an authorization server that
contains authorization code, the attacker might exchange it on access token without
any restrictions.
When using PKCE extension client generates code_verifier value and retrieves
code_challenge derived fromcode_verifier. The idea is the same as using a hash algorithm for password hashing, where code_verifier is randomly generated password,
and code_challenge is hash of the password.
After code generation, the client requests authorization code and sends code_challenge
together with request data. Authorization server saves code_challenge and binds it
to authorization code. Then the client gets the authorization code and exchanges it
on access token by sending authorization code together with code_verifier. Authorization server calculates code_challenge value from code_verifier and compares it to a
code_challenge saved in storage. If they are identical and authorization code is correct,
the authorization server returns an access token to the client.
PKCE protects clients from authorization code interception attacks and is recommended to use even for confidential clients.
Device Authorization Grant Flow is currently the OAuth 2.0 protocol extension,
and Aaron Parecki, the contributor of OAuth 2.1, mentioned a possibility to add this
flow to the new version of the protocol as top-level grant option.(It’s Time for OAuth
2.1)
The flow was designed for devices with limited input capabilities or lack of a
suitable browser. (OAuth 2.0 Device Authorization Grant)
In comparison with other flows where a client obtains a resource owner’s grant
via redirection (Authorization Code Grant) or implicitly (Implicit Grant, Password
Grant), this flow uses HTTP polling. This technique allows the device to repeatedly
request the status of user authorization and access token within the interval specified by the resource server. This process is asynchronous and independent of the
resource owner authentication process.
In this flow (see figure 2.8), client applications via particular devices (TV, media
consoles, printers, etc.) requests device_code, user_code, and verification_uri from the
authorization server. Then the client should provide resource owner verification_uri
and user_code, usually by displaying this information on some screen. The resource
owner authenticates via verification_uri and enters user_code.
In parallel to resource owner authorization, the client starts the polling process
and continues it until the resource owner will return access_token or error. The client
should interrupt polling if the device_code is expired; otherwise, the resource server
will reject the request.
Among other changes listed in specification (OAuth 2.1):
• Redirect URIs must be compared using exact string matching
• Bearer tokens in query parameters are no longer allowed
• Refresh tokens must either be a sender-constrained or one-time use

2.4. OAuth 2.1
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F IGURE 2.8: Device Authorization Grant Flow
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Implementation details
I decided to use Node.js for the purpose of creating my own implementation of the
authorization server. Such a decision has several reasons. It allows using JavaScript the most popular in 2019 language, according to GitHub and one of the top 7 popular
languages in May 2020, according to Tiobe Index.
JavaScript is dominant in Web Development, and Node.js is a good choice for
creating web servers because of its event-driven design that allows building fast,
non-blocking, and scalable applications. Also, I have a background in creating an
application using the mentioned languages and technologies. All of this helps to
demonstrate examples of using the OAuth protocol, which makes the popularization
of auth more effective.
OAuth 2.1 specification was used as a reference for implementation instructions,
including information from the reliable plan mentioned by one of the contributors
Aaron Parecki. (It’s Time for OAuth 2.1)
This implementation uses Express.js framework to create a web server because
this is the most popular solution in May 2020. (NPM trends express vs others)

3.1

Database schema

Authorization server has the following schema of the database (see figure 3.1):
• users - it contains authentication information about a user, a pair of login and
password. The password is hashed before saving to the table. To simplify
system this implementation does not require email verification from the user.
• resource_servers - is used mainly by scopes table to bind scopes to a particular
resource server. It contains name column encoded in access token as part of
scopes’ name and audience list.
• scopes - this table represents scopes bind to a particular resource server and is
used during resource owner authentication to request an exact grant for permissions. It contains name, descriptions (showed on consent screen), and resource_server_id.
• clients - this table contains information about clients. The information is added
during client registration by the authorization server admin. There are such
columns in the table: name (used on the consent screen and in JWT token),
client_id, client_secret, redirect_uri (list of absolute URI), type (used to define
whether the client is public or confidential)
• clients_to_scopes - this table is used to bind scopes of particular resource
server with client

3.2. API endpoints
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• codes - it contains information used during Authorization Code Grant Flow.
After the resource owner authentication authorization server generates new
authorization code by saving information used in initial request: client_id,
redirect_uri, expires_at (expiration date of code, item will be removed after
that date), code_challenge (used for PKCE), and code_challenge_method (used
for PKCE). client_id and redirect_uri are used for verification during code exchange step.
• tokens - this table contains information for refresh tokens. It binds user, client,
and code. The parameter code_id allows authorization server revoke tokens
if someone tries to exchange authorization code for the second time. Also, it
contains expires_at value used to delete refresh token after its expiration.

F IGURE 3.1: The database schema of authorization server

3.2

API endpoints

Authorization server provides the following endpoints (see OpenAPI specification):
• GET /register - used to get a registration form.
Request (in query parameters):
requires the same set of parameters as passed to POST /authorize
Response:
page with registration form
• POST /register - used to allow users register in the system without participating of admin
Request (in query parameters):
requires the same set of parameters as passed to POST /authorize
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Request (in form data):
username - resource owner username, his human-readable identifier in the system
password - resource owner secret, that will be hashed and saved for further
identity verification
Response: there are no data except HTTP status code
• GET /authorize - used to get the login form.
Request (in query parameters):
requires the same set of parameters as passed to POST /authorize
Response:
page with login form
• POST /authorize - used by the resource owner to authenticate in the system.
Request (in query parameters):
response_type - defines what response is expected by the client. The only available value is code.
client_id - id of a client issued after client registrations.
redirect_uri - URL-encoded one of absolute uri predefined in the authorization
server during client registration. Required for code response_type.
state - random string generated by client to prevent CSRF attack.
code_challenge - code created via secret code transformation by the client
code_challenge_method - a method used to make a transformation of secret
code
Request (in form data):
username - resource owner username, his human-readable identifier in the system
password - resource owner secret, that will be hashed and compared with
stored one in the system for identity verification
Response (in query parameters): Authorization server redirects to URL provided in redirect_uri
code - authorization code generated by the authorization server
state - string passed by the client in the request
• POST /token - used by client to obtain or refresh token pair (access and refresh
tokens).
Request:
grant_type - the grant type of the authorization flow. Available values are
authorization_code, device_code, and client_credentials.
code - (if grant_type equals authorization_code) authorization code
redirect_uri - (if grant_type equals authorization_code) should be the same as in
/authorization request
client_id - identifier of client

3.3. Access token
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client_secret - secret key of client issued during client registration (for confidential clients)
code_verifier - (if grant_type equals authorization_code) secret value generated by
client before requesting authorization code
Response (in JSON):
access_token - short-lived token used for accessing protected resources
expired_at - the date when access token will be expired
refresh_token - long-lived token used to retrieve new pair of access and refresh
tokens
refresh_expires_in - the date when refresh token will be expired
token_type - a type of token, this implementation uses "bearer" type
• POST /revoke - used by the client to revoke the refresh token and in such way
end resource owner session.
Request (in JSON):
token - refresh token to revoke. Session associated with a passed token will be
removed
Response:
there are no data except HTTP status code
• GET /.well-known/jwks.json - used by the resource server to get public keys
and verify access token.
Request:
does not require any parameters
Response (in JSON):
public keys used to verify access token presented in the form of JSON Web Key
Set (JWKS))

3.3

Access token

Authorization server uses JWT as a representative of access and refresh tokens.
After success resource owner authorization, the authorization server generates a
pair of access and refresh tokens.
The access token is generated by providing payload data and signed by the authorization server private key.
Private and public keys of the authorization server are generated every month.
Authorization server generates a new pair of keys, and still stores the previous public key. That is why GET request to /.well-known/jwks.json will return a set of keys
that will include actual and previous public keys.
Authorization server provides data object to JWT generation method with the
property resource_access and its value - list of default scopes available for a particular
client and granted by the resource owner.
And also uses the following JWT claims:
• jti (JWT ID) - unique identifier of token (might be omitted for refresh token)
• sub (Subject) - identifier of resource owner in the system
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• aud (Audience - list of resource servers which scopes are available for client
• exp (Expiration Time) - time after witch token will be expired
• iss (Issuer) - root URL of the authorization server

Resource server should verify token in several steps:
Verify signature with the help of public key, provided by authorization server
via /.well-known/jwks.json endpoint.
Verify claims whether exp is not expired. Verify whether claims contain resource
server name in aud claim list because an attacker might use token issued for different
client and resource owner.
Verify scopes each action (endpoint) on resource server API should be protected
with appropriate scopes.
To simplify implementation and restrict the number of possible bugs the following third-party modules used for different steps of generation:
• generate public/private key with Crypto
• sign access token payload (also used on the client to verify token) with jsonwebtoken
• convert public key to JWK with pem-jwk
• helper to request JWK using jwks-rsa
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Conclusion
I can certainly say that I became familiar with the history of auth, starting from
the first modern use of a password. Also, I figured out ideas behind modern auth
protocols such as OAuth 2.0.
I created an authorization server on Node.js according to the specification of the
OAuth 2.0 protocol.
I described the most known OAuth grant type flows, including the pros and cons
of their usage, and provide demo applications that rely on the flows.
However, there are grant types not covered in my work, and existing descriptions might be improved. Still, I believe that I have reached most of my goals and
prepared the ground for future contributions in auth popularization.
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